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March/April 2020

by Mark Willke

Wilber Studio

W hat seemed like an ordinary
box of stereo slides from the
1950s became a bit more

interesting with the discovery that
the images were apparently made by
a professional photographer. Many
of the slides are labeled “Wilber 
Studio”, which, for a time at least,
was located in Black Diamond, a
town that’s a little southeast of 
Seattle, Washington.
The subject matter of the slides

covers a wide range, from weddings
and portratis to home interiors and
exteriors, commercial buildings and
even furniture. There is a small
assortment of personal family shots
as well, featuring the photographer’s
wife, three children and their pets.
Upon making my way through the

slides, I was excited to discover a
small series of images that document

(Continued on page 29)

A taste of the late ’40s through the early ’60s found in amateur stereo slides

This column combines a love of stereo 
photography with a fondness for 1950s-

era styling, design and decor by sharing
amateur stereo slides shot in the “golden
age” of the Stereo Realist—the late 1940s
through the early 1960s. From clothing
and hairstyles to home decor to modes of
transportation, these frozen moments of
time show what things were really like in
the middle of the twentieth century.

If you’ve found a classic ’50s-era image
that you would like to share through this 
column, please send the actual slide or a
high-resolution side-by-side scan as a jpeg,
tiff or photoshop file to: Fifties Flavored
Finds, 5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206.
You can also email the digital file to
strwld@teleport.com. If the subject, date, 
location, photographer or other details
about your image are known, please
include that information as well.

As space allows, we will select a couple
of images to reproduce in each issue. 
This is not a contest—just a place to share
and enjoy. Slides will be returned within 
6 to 14 weeks, and while we’ll treat your
slide as carefully as our own, Stereo World
and the NSA assume no responsibility for
its safety.
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those who can identify the most
locations. (jSee page 13 and check 
at 3d-con.com to see how virtual 
3D-Con plans are progressing.)
Lost of course will be the social

interactions with old and new
friends so common while room 
hopping,
browsing
the trade
Fair, riding a
bus, eating,
or just chat-
ting in the
lobby. This
will be the
first year
since 1975
without an
NSA con-
vention,
and 
having
attended
every one since 1982, I’m sure I’ll
wake up in a panic some August
morning convinced that I should be
somewhere else. 
I suppose my inevitable dreams

about strange convention problems

2 May/June 2020
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in the months leading up to each
one may change now. They range
from dismal attendance to hidden
building entrances to a Stereo The-
ater auditorium with a missing side
wall (in some Iowa town where we
simply waited for sunset). But no

dream ever
involved a
cancellation
of the
whole event.
I’m not sure
what that
would be
like. (Can
you dream
about 
nothing?)
Maybe
I’ll
dream
that I’m
the only

one who shows up, then spend the
rest of the dream explaining to the
hotel staff what a wonderful thing
isn’t happening.

(Continued on next page)

Virtual 3D-CONtemplated

I t may be years before we learn thefull cost of the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic in terms of lives lost,

economies ruined, and families dis-
rupted by loss of jobs, businesses and
homes. That’s on top of the losses
(some permanent) to educational,
research, health, media and arts
institutions around the world. Epi-
demiologists warned of something
quite like this for several years but
their words got (at best) brief, single
news cycle attention while the plan-
ning and funding they advised kept
getting cut in multiple countries.

To mourn the cancellation of a
gathering of 3-D enthusiasts in light
of all the above may sound churlish-
ly self-centered. And yet it is a loss to
our specific group. It’s one of thou-
sands of small losses to segments of
societies all over the planet, and
those will continue to add up. Com-
bined with the really big losses, they
will leave most of us poorer in every
sense of the word. 
On the plus side, a heightened

sense of mutual aid or collective care
has been seen in even some of the
worst affected communities. That
impulse, and a possibly wider, if
grudging, realization that “we should
have listened to those warnings”
may be among the few positive
results of the experience.
For 3D-Con 2020, a positive result

could come in the form of an easy
and safe sharing of images and ideas
through virtual platforms. With no
travel or hotel costs, national and
international participation in work-
shops and Stereo Theater presenta-
tions could grow larger than for
some physical gatherings. Even an
excursion could be presented virtual-
ly through random contributed stills
and video segments from 3D-Con
and ISU Congress tours from past
years. A prize could be offered to

If you have comments or questions for the
editor concerning any stereo-related mat-

ter appearing (or missing) in the pages of
Stereo World, please write to John Dennis,
Stereo World Editorial Office, 5610 SE 71st
Ave., Portland, OR 97206.
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H ello from Downunder. Mark
Willke in Volume 45, Number
2 of Stereo World has had print-

ed three images taken at Grass
Mountain in the ’50s. It appears to
me that the second and third images
have been printed upside down. The
first is naturally printed the right
way up other-
wise the trees
would been
printed growing
upside down.
The second pair
of photographs make no visual sense.
As it is, the people either look upside
down or horizontal to the ground.
As printed, it cannot have been

taken by the person with the black
boots sitting at the top of almost ver-
tical steps even if it suggests to have
been so—and the boots would be at
the bottom of the photograph. But is
was almost certainly taken by the
person with the black boots,
between his legs. If the photograph

is printed the
other way up,
the people are
orientated the
right way. They
now appear to

be sitting with their backs to the
tapering inwards steps, facing the
letters below, and have been
instructed to look up over their
shoulder to the man sitting above
them. It make visual sense. Similarly
with the third pair of photographs.
Here the photograph was taken
much higher. Taken by the man
with the black boots of his friend in
his brown shoes sitting below him
holding on with his right hand (to
our left). Standing in the white M is
a person wearing a red top and a red
cap and appears visually to be lying
back up against a sloping rise. Print-
ed correctly, he is standing leaning
back slightly as you would if you are
close to the observation tower and
looking up and the land behind him
is sloping away. The man with the
brown shoes is now holding on with
his right hand to our right, and our
view of the people looking up appear
correct.

The printing problem appears to
have occurred  from believing that
Grass Mt should be read as though it
should be read as you would normal-
ly. It is apparent that there is a track
around the base of the tower and as
you face the tower, spelt out in large
letters, it says: “Grass Mt”. The pho-
tographs taken from the tower, when
looking down towards the letters
and the people, the letters would
appear, correctly, upside down.

Malcolm Just
Melbourne, Australia

You are correct—the second and third
image in the article were printed upside
down. I had decided to run them that
way intentionally, so that, as you sug-
gest, the Grass Mountain lettering on
the ground could be more easily read.
Theoretically, the photographer could
have easily held his camera upside
down when making the images, which
would have come out as they were
reproduced in the magazine. But in this
case he was holding his camera normal-
ly, resulting in the lettering being upside
down.

Perhaps I should have mentioned in
the article that I had run the two
images upside down intentionally, but
there often is not room in that small
space for all that I would like to say
each issue. You are very perceptive to
have noticed. Thank you for writing and
asking about it.

Mark Willke

Editor’s View
(Continued from previous page)

Inclined to Leave the Planet?
You can visually get as far away

from Earth as any stereos have been
taken with our cover feature. For
those who missed Dr. Paul Schenk’s
presentations at the last two 3D-
Cons, he has summarized the high-
lights of the New Horizons mission
in “From Pluto to Arrokoth.”

Scotland in 3-D
See review in SW Vol. 45 No. 5

page 25. If you’re having trouble
finding a U.S. retailer with the book
in stock, try tinyurl.com/yb35cs9s.The
Book Depository is a UK company
but they offer prices in US dollars,
and free shipping to the USA. The
current price is $35.50 with shipping
included. (Thanks to David Stark-
man who points out the site has
other stereo related books as well.)

More From SPM
It was pointed out that no contact

information was provided in the 
article “Getting Even More From
StereoPhoto Maker” by David Kuntz
in our previous issue. It’s 
davidkuntz@cox.net.

Stereos From Lockdown
Our invitation for readers to send

in “Vacation Stereos” can now be
altered somewhat to include interest-
ing stereos from home including
kids devising at-home games, drive-
by birthday parties, etc. Of course
actual vacation stereos pre-2020 are
always welcome as well.
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Dear NSA Members,

Many of us collect stereoviews, cameras and other 3-D imagery.
Many of us are active stereo photographers. And, many of us
simply enjoy viewing stereo photography in a variety of formats.

Maybe you are active in all of the above. Fortunately, the National
Stereoscopic Association was formed with all these interests in mind to
educate, promote and research all aspects of stereo photography past,
present and future. The association relies exclusively on its membership
to volunteer time and financial contributions to realize these goals.
Each year, it is with great appreciation that we take the time to 

recognize individuals who have contributed funds beyond their mem-
bership fees. Donations over the past twelve months totaled $3,973.11.
A large portion of these donations help fund the printing and distribu-
tion of Stereo World—the primary periodical dedicated to
stereoscopy. Be assured, our Board of Directors, Officers
and Staff are always actively looking at ways to
reduce or maintain costs while con-
tinuing to provide excep-
tional benefits to
our members.
Unfortunately,
cost such as
printing and
postage rarely
work in our favor.
All contributions, regardless
of the amount, go a long
way in making Stereo
World viable. 
Contributing to the

NSA can be done at
any time throughout
the year, but the easi-
est way is probably
when you renew your
membership by mail or
PayPal. Or, if you prefer,
there is a “Donate” button on
the “JOIN!” page at stereoworld.org.
As stated earlier, the NSA relies on its membership to volunteer time

and financial contributions. Let’s take a moment to recognize those
individuals who donate a great deal of time to make Stereo World a 
reality. John Dennis, Lawrence Kaufman, Mark Willke and all the 
contributing authors are the primary reason we get to enjoy this great
publication every two months. We are fortunate to have these dedicated
members that edit, organize and write compelling articles on stereo
photography. Stereo World will continue to be published and delivered
every other month during this worldwide pandemic. We hope this 
provides a welcome diversion and that you remain safe and healthy.
Thank you to all who contributed donations to the NSA this last year.

John Bueche
NSA President

Keith Brady
Ben Bravenec
Howard Brundage
Raymond Bryant
Richard E. Buck
John E. Campbell
Michael Canter
Allan J. Carano
Tim Chervenak
Harry L. Chow
David Comeau
Cliff Corson
Douglas C. Couture
Gary Cowardin

Joe Ambrozich
Harold Baize
Don & Sandy Balmer
Thomas P. Banes
Robert J. Basile
Steven Beisser
Kermit Berg
Ronald Biercz
Randy Biesack
Richard W. Black
Richard E. Blohm

Stephanie Ann Blythe
David D. Bogorad

Hugh N. Boroson
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David Tank
Stephen W. Taylor
T. A. Trombley
William Vaughan
Francis C. Viscosi
David Vogt
Gisela Will
Ken & Bonnie Williams
Graham Wood
Duncan Woods
Ken Wright
John Yochem
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Karl A. Zipf
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Thomas C. Schreffler
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Brian Noble
David Olsen
Charles T.N. Paludan
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Like any tourist, when you visit a 
planet for the first time, you 
want the best pictures you can

get because you don’t know when
you might be going back. For the
New Horizons spacecraft making our
first ever visit to the cold distant
planetary objects Pluto and its large
moon Charon in 2015 (five years ago
this July), we did our best to make
stereo imaging a key part of our
observation strategy. Not only were
stereo images going to be important
for the optimal interpretation of
observed geologic features and their
formation and for simply telling
what is high or low, they were also
going to be the only means we
would have for reliably measuring
the magnitude of the relief on their
surfaces. Plus, it would be really cool
to have the first 3-D images of the
surface of cold, distant, mysterious
Pluto.

Pluto & Charon
Pluto is famous of course as the

ninth planet, and, although it is now
officially a dwarf planet and smaller
than the planet Mercury, it is so geo-
logically complex (and has its own
family of five moons) that it is essen-
tially a planet in fact if not in desig-
nation. Discovered in 1930 orbiting
alone beyond the larger planet Nep-
tune, it took another 62 years for us
to discover another object in these
distant reaches. Many more such
bodies have been discovered since
1992 and it was soon obvious that
Pluto was the largest member of a
vast zone of ice-rich objects beyond
Neptune known as the Kuiper Belt.
The New Horizons project to send

our first robotic visitor to these mys-
terious objects was formally begun in
2001. While New Horizons carries
two cameras (the high resolution
LORRI camera and the multicolor

MVIC scanning camera), the space-
craft only got as close as 12,500 km,
much too far away to use these as
traditional double lens stereo cam-
eras. It was necessary to acquire
images sequentially and assemble
them on Earth later as stereo pairs
once they were downlinked. The two
biggest problems we faced were that
we were traveling very fast, 15 kilo-
meters per second, and we had no
idea what kind of surface we were
going to see.
The high velocity of New Horizons

meant we had maybe 10 hours dur-
ing which we would be able to
resolve the surface well enough for
good stereo imaging. This gave us a
very tight schedule in which to plan
a variety of observations, and the
cameras had to compete for time
with other instruments and observa-
tions. Since we did not know
whether Pluto or Charon would

6 May/June 2020

From Pluto to Arrokoth
How We Got the Most Distant
Stereo Images Ever Acquired

by Dr. Paul Schenk, Lunar and Planetary Institute/USRA, Houston, Texas

The New Horizons
spacecraft undergoing
testing during final
assembly at Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) prior
to launch in January
2006. The bowl at top is
the High-Gain Antenna
and the black attach-
ment at left is the pluto-
nium thermoelectric
power generator. 
(Original photo credits to KSC,
stereo assembly by the author.
All other photos by the author.)
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have low relief or towering moun-
tains and canyons, we were also
required to “hedge our bets” and
plan multiple observations for differ-
ent stereo pair possibilities, in order

to acquire useful stereo images for
either eventuality. As everyone who
has made stereo images themselves
knows, the angular separation of the

7May/June 2020

This view of Pluto features the prominent oval Sputnik Planitia impact basin and bright
nitrogen/methane ice sheet at lower center. The rest of the surface is composed of water,
methane, and carbon monoxide ices, with some organic materials. The north pole is just
below the top of the sphere in this view.

A circular volcanic mountain (center right) on Pluto along the southwestern edge of 
Sputnik Planitia, which is to the top in this view. This large edifice, Wright Mons, is 
approximately 200 kilometers wide and five kilometers high and has a deep pit in its 
center. Numerous smaller mountains to the east (above it in this view) are also four to five
kilometers high. North is to the left in this view.
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two stereo images and the dis-
tance to the target dictates the
quality of the resulting stereo
image pair. Aided by Ross Beyer
at NASA Ames Research Center,
it was my responsibility to con-
sider all these factors in making
sure that the imaging observa-
tions provided the science team
with the best possible stereo
images of Pluto and Charon for
both viewing and for the con-
struction of topographic maps
(also called digital elevation
models or DEMs). Happily, Pluto
cooperated nicely and proved
geologically complex and New
Horizons did all that was asked.
In a pleasant surprise, we were
even able to make stereo images in
some of the dark regions of 
Pluto that were only illuminated 
by sunlight scattered by the atmos-
pheric haze.
By their nature, the stereo images

of Pluto (and most planetary sur-
faces) are hyper-stereo, with signifi-
cant exaggeration over what we
would see from that distance. This
helps greatly in geologic interpreta-
tion as well as improving the quality
of the elevation maps that we get
from stereo. We were very eager to
look at the first stereo images of
Pluto during the July 2015 Pluto

encounter but as it took hours to
transmit a single image from that
great distance, we had to wait some
time before we had an interesting
stereo pair. In the middle of the
Pluto encounter we also had a visitor.
Dr. Brian May, astrophysicist, lead
guitarist of the band Queen, and
stereo image enthusiast came by to
see if we had any Pluto stereo images.
While the best stereo images were all
still onboard on the data recorder,
Brian was able to take several of our
low resolution views of the whole
body to produce one of the first suc-
cessful 3-D views of the disk of Pluto.

Converting stereo images into
digital topographic maps is a
relatively common capability
these days. We used digital
stereogrammetric software
specifically designed to handle
planetary imaging data. The
parallax displacement of moun-
tains and valleys on the surface
is measured from the two stereo
images using relatively simple
scene recognition procedures.
Each point in the input image
is characterized by a tiny patch
of pixels (usually 3x3 but some-
times 5x5 pixels across). The
second image is searched for
this same pattern and the loca-
tion of that pattern determines

the parallax displacement. In prac-
tice, this search is given very tight
limits, or it would take weeks and
likely produce more mismatches
than reliable matches. The parallax
of each point is then used to esti-
mate feature height based on the
standard air photography parallax
equations.
The stereogrammetry software

requires precise knowledge of the
geometric alignment of the camera,
spacecraft, and planetary target,
however, normally defined by three
vectors, in order to accurately com-
pute the elevation of features on that

8 May/June 2020

The western rim of 
Sputnik Planitia basin 
on Pluto. The low bright
material is the nitro-
gen/methane ice sheet
on the floor of the basin.
Scene is 333 kilometers
across. Highest moun-
tains are five kilometers
high and approximately
50 kilometers long. The
block of lower dark
mountains at center is
Bare Montes. North is to
the left.

Author in foreground takes a selfie together with the
New Horizons team that made these discoveries possible.
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surface. By far the most time and
effort on this effort was spent in the
coregistration of the images and
properly locating them on the sur-
faces of Pluto and Charon. Such
attention to detail is required in
order to produce accurate global and
topographic maps. It is easy to align
the images on the surface of Pluto
and Charon for viewing but the pro-
duction of reliable topographic maps
from stereo requires that the images
be aligned to much higher precision.
This task was complicated by the fact
that it took more than a year to
transmit all the images and the
alignments had to be recomputed
each time a new batch of images
came down. Among the results of
this work were the first true global
maps of Pluto and Charon, which
were then used to make globes that
can be purchased for your home,
office, or library. Next time you see
one of these globes you know who
made those maps!
Pluto proved to be very exotic and

the stereo images and resulting DEM
proved very important indeed for
understanding the surface (as did all
of New Horizons data sets including
composition maps of the surface and
analysis of the atmospheric hazes,
for example). Perhaps the most
important topographic finding con-
cerned the 1000-kilometer-wide
bright oval feature known as Sputnik
Planitia (or SP). This large bright oval
was visible on approach and right in
the middle of our highest resolution
mosaics, but it was not immediately
obvious whether it was a deep ice-
filled basin or a large ice plateau like

on Antarctica. The stereo images and
DEMs showed that this nitrogen ice
sheet was in fact at the bottom of a

three-kilometer-deep giant impact
basin.
Pluto had a lot more surprises. The

bright ice sheet within SP basin itself

9May/June 2020

The eroded eastern rim of the Sputnik Planitia impact basin on Pluto shows glaciers of nitrogen
ice flowing through valleys in the rugged basin rim into the low nitrogen ice sheet on the floor of
the basin (at bottom). The scene is 150 kilometers across.

New Horizons principle investigator Dr.
Alan Stern views the first stereo images
of Pluto produced by Dr Brian May,
using an OWL stereoscope.
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is very flat, with relief of no more
than a few hundred meters across its
entire expanse. This is not surprising
given that nitrogen ice is very soft
even at these frigid temperatures (35°
above absolute zero) and will tend to
fill any depression it is in. The stereo
images also revealed that the south-
eastern rim of the SP impact basin
was also being eroded by glaciers of
nitrogen ice. These “rivers” of nitro-
gen ice carved deep valleys into the
water ice cliffs as if this were the
coast of Greenland or Alaska, pro-
ducing a surprisingly Earth-like scene.
Towering mountains up to six kilo-
meters high stud the ice sheet along
the western margins of the SP basin.
Although they appear to be floating
icebergs, they are in fact “bedrock”
mountains poking through the ice
sheet. Another interesting area was a
very young circular massif southwest
of SP basin known as Wright Mons.
This knobby massif is ~200 kilome-
ters wide and five kilometers high
and is most likely a large volcanic
mountain composed of water,
ammonia, methane or other ices. 
Pluto’s large moon Charon (1212

kilometers wide) was not going to be
left out of the fun! Charon has even
more relief than Pluto. The southern
hemisphere is a low undulating
plain punctuated by isolated moun-
tains towering several kilometers
high above the plains. The stereo
images of Charon also revealed that
the older northern terrains are bro-
ken into large polygons a hundred or
more kilometers across separated by
large troughs or rift valleys three to
10 kilometers deep. Evidently many

of these polygons were destroyed in
the south only to be replaced by

plains-forming material that welled-
up from deep inside.

Arrokoth
With its mapping job at Pluto

complete, New Horizons was given a
second task, to visit a small Kuiper
Belt object further out and assess
how the building blocks of the Solar

10 May/June 2020

Elevated plateaus on Pluto referred to as “bladed terrain” at bottom left. These eroded,
ridged plateaus are rich in methane ice and are three to four kilometers high. The scene is
500 kilometers wide.

The northeastern rim of Sputnik Planitia on Pluto which is to the right in this view. 
The high rim is to the left and the nitrogen/methane ice sheet is to the right. Numerous
mountains form part of the inner edge of the basin. These mountains are typically 10 to
15 kilometers across and 3 to 4 kilometers high. Unlike the whole-disk stereo views of Pluto
or Charon, these and all other map-projected stereo views in this article have the effect of
removing the curvature of the sphere of the planet.
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System were constructed. A long
search using Earth-based and the
Hubble Space Telescope revealed two
small objects that New Horizons
could reach with its limited fuel sup-
ply, and 2014_MU69 was selected
(and later officially renamed
Arrokoth). Our encounter date was
dictated by spacecraft velocity and

celestial dynamics as 15 minutes past
midnight on 1 January 2019, which
gave us a New Year’s Eve on the job,
with friends. At that time, we would
be 43.4 times further from the Sun
than Earth, and the radio signals
would take six hours to reach from
the spacecraft, making this the most
distant object visited and the most

distant planetary (non-stellar) object
photographed in stereo. 
As at Pluto, stereo views would be

important for both our understand-
ing of the surface geology but also
for an accurate determination of the
shape of this tiny object. Planning
the stereo imaging of this object was
even more challenging than at Pluto.
We had an even tighter schedule to
fit our images into. The time when
we would be close enough to the
object to reveal surface features in

11May/June 2020

Stereoview of Pluto’s large moon Charon features a prominent equatorial fracture system
and low volcanic plains at the bottom of the disk. The large dark spot, known as Mordor
Macula, is at the north pole, which is just below the top of the sphere in this view. The 
surface is composed of water and ammonia ices with some darkening agents.

Most of the illuminated
hemisphere of Charon
seen by New Horizons
as it passed closest to
the surface. The promi-
nent fracture system
along the equator is up
to five kilometers deep.
The fractured plains to
the north are also visible
at right. The largest
crater just below center
is 65 kilometers across.
North is towards the
right in this view.
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stereo would only be roughly 30
minutes! More importantly, we knew
the approximate size was roughly 30
kilometers across (its true dimen-
sions are 36 x 14 x 10 kilometers)
and suspected it might be a binary
object (from an Earth-bound occulta-
tion), but we still did not know the
rotation rate and axial tilt of our tar-
get and would not know until after
the first sets of resolved images had
been returned in late December.
Given the short time we had to
acquire the data set, we anticipated
only three or possibly four observa-
tions would be suitable to construct
resolved stereo images.
As the New Horizons encounter

planning team led by Dr. John
Spencer of the Southwest Research
Institute designed the observations,
they were still uncertain as to how

far from Arrokoth the spacecraft
would actually be and at what exact
location in space. We did adjust our
trajectory along the way, but it was
not possible to safely change the on-
board computer commands in the
last day before the encounter, when
our knowledge of the flyby would be
much better. The New Horizons
teams performed spectacularly again
and all the Arrokoth observations
were successful that New Year’s Eve.
As a measure of that, in our best
images Arrokoth was going to be just
large enough to barely fill our LORRI
camera frame and when those
images were transmitted 45 days
later there was Arrokoth, centered
perfectly in the frame!
Finally, the 14 kilometer per sec-

ond flyby velocity required that
image exposures were short, in order

to avoid image smear, but due to the
great distance from the Sun and low
light levels the returned images were
noisier than at Pluto. Fortunately,
both stereo observations were
acquired during lateral scans of the
object during which six or seven
high resolution frames were actually
acquired. By combining or “stacking”
these images, we were able to consid-
erably improve the quality of the
final stereo pair. Once again, Dr.
Brian May joined us during the
encounter and helped create stereo
pairs for Arrokoth. The one shown
here is my version.
New Horizons confirmed that

Arrokoth is made up of two lenticu-
lar shaped bodies in contact with
each other. Together, Arrokoth in its
entirety is about the size of just one
of Pluto’s six-kilometer-high moun-
tains! The stereo pair of Arrokoth
confirms that the two lenticular
lobes that make up the object are rel-
atively undistorted, with surprisingly
little deformation at the point of
contact; the collision between these
two objects must have been very
gentle. The most dramatic geologic
feature is a large 7-km-wide depres-
sion on the smaller lobe, which is
likely an impact crater almost a kilo-
meter deep. Unlike densely cratered
icy objects orbiting the giant outer
planets, the surface of Arrokoth has
relatively few geologic features. The
two lobes are somewhat flattened
(with roughly 2:1 aspect ratios), and
have somewhat lumpy shapes and a
modest number of small pits or
craters and several shallow intercon-
nected troughs. Because of the vast
distances in the Kuiper Belt the rate
of impact cratering events is much
lower than it is closer to the Sun and
it appears that Arrokoth is very well
preserved from the time of its forma-
tion at the dawn of the Solar System. 
One of the biggest findings of the

New Horizons mission has been the
complexity and diversity of the
objects populating the Kuiper Belt in
the zone out beyond Neptune. There
are thousands of ice-rich bodies in
this zone, many like Arrokoth but
some nearly as large as Pluto and
with moons of their own. If Pluto
and Arrokoth are any indication,
these should be very interesting bod-
ies as well, and the stereo images
returned from them in the decades
to come should be very exciting
indeed.

12 May/June 2020

The small bilobate Kuiper Belt object Arrokoth. The dimensions of Arrokoth as viewed here
are approximate 36 by 14 kilometers. The two original images have pixel scale resolutions
of 64 and 32 meters. Arrokoth is the most distant non-stellar object observed in stereo.
Various small features are evident, as well as the large 7-kilometer-wide crater on the
smaller lobe. Arrokoth may be composed of water and methanol ices.
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To start this process, we plan to
spread the content out over the next
year. Our initial target is to begin to
offer a few programs online every
other month or so. The quantity of
content will depend on demand,
availability of programs and our abil-
ity to adapt to current technologies.
We also plan to offer several pro-

grams during the originally sched-
uled week of convention and are
exploring which programs to offer,
and how to best make them avail-
able to our members.
This is obviously a significant new

venture for us at NSA. We will
attempt to make the process as easy
for our members to access as possible.
That said, the process of planning
and producing this new digital con-
tent will likely take several months.
We seek your technological input
and advice, and ask for your under-
standing as we proceed. We will do
our best to provide quality programs
that carry on the spirit of our con-
ventions. Watch for updates in 
Stereo World, at 3d-con.com, at 
stereoworld.org and on other social
media sites.
As we navigate our way through

these trying times, I hope that you
and your family remain safe and
healthy. 

John Bueche
NSA President

The cancellation of the physical con-
vention provides us with an oppor-
tunity to explore other ways to share
information and engage our mem-
bership. We are actively exploring
how the NSA can take advantage of
current technologies to present
many components of 3D-Con and
other information of interest to our
members virtually.
We are committed to moving for-

ward and planning to present con-
vention events and activities like
Workshops and 3D Theater using a
range of available video conferenc-
ing tools. I’m sure many of you have
used these or similar formats for
work and social events while we
have been asked to practice social
distancing. If you are unfamiliar
with these platforms, we will do our
best to provide easy to follow
instructions on our website. We are
exploring a range of possible formats
(i.e. Zoom, GoToMeeting, YouTube,
etc.) and will keep you informed as
we move forward. Our goal is to
make Competitions, our Awards Cer-
emony and other convention related
programs available live as our famil-
iarity and use of these technologies
allows. Currently, we plan to release
these events at scheduled times, with
links available on our website so our
membership can enjoy the content
at their leisure.

Dear Fellow NSA Members,

It is with my deepest regret that I
need to inform you we have had to
cancel our annual convention sched-
uled for August 11 through 17, 2020
in Tacoma, WA. Your NSA Board of
Directors and Officers are in agree-
ment that the current worldwide
COVID-19 pandemic will have a con-
siderable impact on the ability of our
membership to safely travel and
assemble by mid-August. In fact, sev-
eral organizations have cancelled
events scheduled well into October.
The NSA Board of Directors appreci-
ates this decision impacts everyone
who intended to make Tacoma part
of their summer 2020 plans and
thanks you for your understanding.
I would like to recognize Phyllis

Maslin and the Tacoma Convention
Team for the tremendous amount of
effort they put forth to bring the NSA
to Washington. Phyllis graciously
volunteered to Chair 3D-Con when
we had no other locations available
for consideration. When chairing a
convention, there is a great deal of
negotiation, scheduling, planning
and re-planning when obstacles arise.
Thank you to the Tacoma team for
their willingness to plan for and host
3D-Con 2020.
Cancelling 3D-Con 2020 was a dif-

ficult yet necessary decision for your
NSA Board of Directors and Officers.

Logo by Rob Ellis

Virus Drives
3D-Con Virtual

(see 3d-con.com)
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I guess it will not come as a sur-
prise to my readers to learn that
there are very few female British

stereo photographers in the early
years of stereoscopy and that, more
often than not, there is not only
very little information about them
but also no identifiable pictures. 
A case in point is Jane Nina Wigley.

She started advertising taking stereo-

scopic portraits in The Times on
August 30, 18521, which makes her
one of the earliest female commer-
cial stereoscopists and yet, to this
day, I haven’t seen any one of her
stereoscopic productions. Jane Nina
Wigley was born in London in the
early 1820s, to Charles Wigley, a
musician, and Judith Frost. She lost
her mother in 1847 and was the
youngest of three sisters who were
all described in the 1851 census as
being artists (musicians). She also
had an eldest brother, Charles Gwyn
(1798-1883), who was professor of
piano forte. She started operating a
photographic studio in 1845 and
advertised quite often, first in the

Newcastle Journal, from September
1845 to 29 May 1847, then, from
1852 to 1854, in The Times, where
the address of her studio was given
as 108, Fleet street, London. After
1854 she seems to disappear com-
pletely from the photographic field.
We know from the census records
that in 1861 the three Wigley sisters
were still living together. The eldest,

Emma, was a gov-
erness, the middle
sister Caroline’s
occupation was not
specified and as for
Jane, she is entered
as an “Artist Draw-
ing and Painting”.

Jane Wigley was still alive in 1881
(census) and was living with her sis-
ter Caroline at 4, Gaisford Street,
Kentish Town, London. They are
both described as retired governesses.
This is where the story ends as I
couldn’t find out where or when she
passed away. Not much of a paper
trail is it? That’s what usually hap-
pens for Victorian women who never
married and did not have any chil-
dren.
Fortunately this article is not

about Jane Nina Wigley but about
one of her “sisters” in the trade, Eliza

“Allen (late Bradley),” née Calvert.
Three-name Eliza was born in Man-
chester, Lancashire, in February 1816,
the daughter of Charles Calvert
(1785-1852), a landscape painter and
professor of drawing—himself the
son of an amateur painter—and of
his wife Martha Longworth Scotson.

14 May/June 2020

Fig. 1. Handwritten address on the
back of a stereocard. 
(Collection of Dr. Brian May.)

Fig. 2. Eliza Allen, late Bradley. Stereoscopic portrait of a clergyman, maybe a guest
preacher or John Henry Smithson himself. (Collection of Dr. Brian May.)

Eliza Calvert/Bradley/Allen,
Victorian female Stereo Photographer

After 15 years of interruption I haved
revived the European Gems column my

friend Pierre Tavlitzki and I started in 1996
and ended in 2000. For the past 30 years
I have never stopped researching the 
stories behind French and British staged
stereocards and although a large part of
this research has been published in book
format thanks to my collaboration with 
Dr. Brian May and Paula Fleming, some 
of it hasn’t made it into books and has
been sitting in my archives, waiting to 
be turned into articles.
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Although he never exhibited at the
Royal Academy, Charles Calvert was
a well known figure in his native
Lancashire and played an important
part in the foundation of the Man-
chester Royal Institution. Eliza must
have learnt drawing and painting
from her father and when she mar-
ried, on July 25, 1833, at the age of
17, she chose an artist from Man-
chester as her husband and became
Mrs. William Bradley. 
Bradley (1801-1857) was a portrait

painter who exhibited at the Royal
Academy from 1823 to 1845. The
National Dictionary of Biography men-

tions that he left the capital in 1847
and went back, “broken down in
health,”2 to his native town, where
he died in poverty on July 4, 1857.
One of the obituaries that were pub-
lished soon after his death mentions
that his “habits were very eccentric.
During the nine months last past he
never left his studio, night or day,
except on two occasions; one was to
visit the Peel Park Local Art Exhibi-
tion, and the other, the Art Treasures
Exhibition.”3

The couple had at least two chil-
dren, William, born around 1839
and Blanche, born in the last quarter
of 1845. Strangely enough they are
not listed as living with their parents
in the 1851 census. Eliza found her-
self a widow at the age of forty-one
and had to find a job. Is it when she
turned to photography? There is,
alas, no information on how she
learnt her new trade nor when her
photographic business started oper-
ating. 
On the first of September 1859,

Eliza Bradley married Oswald Allen
(1818-1904), who is described in

15May/June 2020

Fig. 3. Eliza Allen, late Bradley. Stereocard of a bazaar, probably in the Manchester area.
Collection of Dr. Brian May.

Fig. 4. Eliza Allen, late Bradley. Stereocard of one of the stalls. Note the heavy vignetting.
Collection of Dr. Brian May.
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their wedding certificate as a photo-
graphic artist living at 17, Mulberry
Street, Hulme, Manchester. It is not
clear whether he was a photographer
before or became one when he start-
ed courting Eliza. The couple tied
the knot at the Peter Street New
Jerusalem Chapel, and were married
by its minister, John Henry Smithson
(1803-1877). The New Jerusalem
Church had been founded under the
influence of the writings of Swedish
theologian, philosopher and mystic
Emanuel Swendenborg (1688-1772)
and the chapel in Peter Street was
erected around 1793.

After her marriage to Oswald Allen,
Eliza started signing her name Mrs.
Allen (late Bradley). This is how I
found it, handwritten (Figure 1) on
the back of several stereos that were
added to Dr. Brian May’s collection
very recently:

Allen late Bradley, Phot.
19 Newall’s Buildings

Market Street
Manchester

You will notice there is no men-
tion of a first name or of her status
as a married woman. The cards we
bought were fifteen in total but only
showed nine different scenes, some
of the images having two or three
duplicates. Twelve bore the same
inscription as above and three had
nothing inscribed on the back but
since they were on the same type of
mount and of the same subject as
the other ones it was clear they were
from the same person. With the
exception of one portrait (Figure 2)

16 May/June 2020

Fig. 5. Eliza Allen, late Bradley. Stereocard of the same bazaar, giving a good view of one
side of the building. Hanging from the ceiling is a round board on which can be read part
of Jesus’ words as quoted in Luke 6:35, “Do good, and lend, hoping for nothing again”. It
is the only card with arched tops. Collection of Dr. Brian May.

Fig. 6. Eliza Allen, late Bradley. Stereocard showing the other side of the building where the
bazaar was held. Collection of Dr. Brian May.
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all the cards show the interior of
what looks like a chapel, where a
bazaar was being held. Bazaars were
a popular way of raising money for a
good cause and this particular event
was either organised by a clergyman
or included a preaching minister as a
guest. Could the man in the photo-
graph below be such a guest preach-
er or are we looking at the only
known portrait of John Henry
Smithson?
The fifteen images we have by

Eliza Allen are far from technically
perfect. All of them have round spots
dotted all over the surface, probably
due to insufficient washing of the
prints (most of which I have digitally
removed); some show vignetting
(Figures 4 and 7) or fingerprints; one
was printed from a negative broken
in one of its corners; and none is
very sharp. It must be said in Eliza’s
defense, however, that these cards
were probably one of her first (and
maybe last) efforts in the stereoscop-
ic field and that the conditions in
which she took those pictures were
far from perfect. A church is nothing
like a well-lit a studio and the expo-
sures must have been quite long. She
also had to use a makeshift dark-
room to sensitize the wet collodion
plates minutes before each shot and
develop her images as soon as they
were taken. Churches or similar old
buildings are known for being very
dusty places and dust particles like

falling onto sticky emulsions. On top
of this Eliza had to depend on the
cooperation of her models, who,
under the circumstances, did very
well and stood still long enough not
to show any sign of movement. The
negatives were obviously obtained
with a binocular camera as nobody
moved at all between the exposures.
What makes Eliza Allen’s images pre-

cious is that we have few non studio-
staged photos of Victorians indoors,
and even fewer pictures of bazaars,
those very popular Victorian fund-
raising events. My only regret is that
I couldn’t find the exact location of
the bazaar nor the date when it took
place.
I would love to find other exam-

ples of Mrs. Bradley’s stereoscopic
work, that is if there are any. What
makes me hope there may be is the
fact she used a stereoscopic camera
and that she would have been keen
to recoup her investment by taking
as many images as possible with it.
But even if we find more cards, there
is no doubt her career as a stereo
photographer was relatively short.
Like most other stereoscopists fash-

17May/June 2020

Figure 7. Eliza Allen, late Bradley. Stereocard showing another stall. This photo was taken
from behind the table of the stall opposite. One can see in the foreground some of the
goods on display. Collection of Dr. Brian May.

Fig. 8. Carte-de-visite photograph of
an unidentified gentleman by Eliza
Allen. 

Fig. 9. Back of the carte-de-visite in fig-
ure 8, showing the address of Eliza
Allen’s studio.
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ion soon made her adopt the new
craze for cartes-de-visite. In one of
her rare advertisements, from May
1862, we find that, on top of advis-
ing her female customers what to
wear (collodion was not sensitive to
many colors) she was—unsurprising-
ly for one trained as a miniature
painter—offering cartes that were

“highly wrought in colours, as minia-
tures:”

MRS. ALLEN (LATE BRADLEY). – First class
CARTES DE VISITES 12s. 6d per doz. ; highly
wrought in colours, as miniatures, 36s. 6d.
per doz. – Silk or satin of medium tint, dark
or black preferable; light silk suitable, if
relieved with black lace. A private dressing-
room and attendance for ladies. 19,
Newall’s Buildings, Market-street.4

Less than a year after the advert
above, another one informs us that
the Allens are selling their “flourish-
ing” business to migrate to Australia. 

ALLEN (LATE BRADLEY). – TO BE DISPOSED
OF, an Excellent and Flourishing PHOTO-
GRAPHIC BUSINESS, the proprietors leaving

for Australia. – For particulars apply 19,
Newall’s Buildings, Market-street.5

We have, alas, no information that
enlightens us as to the reasons for
this momentous decision—especially
since their business was said to be so
flourishing—but migrate they did,
taking with them Eliza’s grown-up
children, William and Blanche.
When they arrived in Australia, Eliza
apparently worked for eleven
months as a photographic colorist
for painter, lithographer, photogra-
pher and inventor of the crayotype6

Edwin Dalton (1807-1875), before
announcing (August 1864) she
would color cartes-de-visite, locket
miniatures or large photographs
from her home in Woollahra. Her
decision must have coincided with
Dalton’s sale of his studio and subse-
quent return to England around that
time. In 1865 Eliza and her son
William joined Oswald Allen in his
studio at 360 George Street, Sydney
where they soon advertised “crayon
portraits”. Between 1869 and 1871
Eliza and Oswald Allen were official-
ly business partners. They entered
colored photographs in various exhi-
bitions and were praised for them. 
The Allens returned to Britain

some time in the mid 1870s but
without Blanche who had married a
Guernsey-born Professor of Drawing
on March 2, 1867 and had become
Mrs. Frederick John Nixon. The 1881
census informs us that Eliza and her
husband settled for some time at 41,
King’s Road, Chelsea, London, where
they lived with one servant. Eliza is
still listed as an artist, while her hus-
band is described as a “retired artist.”
By the time of the 1891 census,

the Allens were back in Lancashire,
in Lytham St. Annes, south of Black-
pool, again with one single female
servant, although a different one.
They must have moved again since
Eliza died in Southport, Lancashire,
in 1900, and is buried there (Figures
12 and 13). Her husband outlived
her by four years. The family tomb-
stone shows that Eliza and Oswald
are buried with Eliza’s son William
Bradley, who died in July 1913 and
with his wife Ellen, who passed away
in May 1925 7.

Notes
1. The Times, 30 August 1852, p. 1:

“DAGUERREOTYPE, Stereoscopic and Collodion
PORTRAITS. — These wonderful COLOURED
PORTRAITS are taken daily by Miss WIGLEY,

(Continued on page 31)
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Fig. 11. Back of the carte-de-visite in
figure 10 showing the Sydney studio
address.

Fig. 12. Modern stereo showing the grave of Eliza and Oswald Allen in Southport, Lancashire.
My warmest thanks to Andrew Brooks, professional photographer, who very kindly drove to
Southport to take stereo photographs of the tombstone for me. See more stereo imagery by
Andrew at  andrewbrooksartist.com/Stereoscopic-3D .

Fig. 10. Carte-de-visite photograph of
a Mrs. Gaden by Mr. and Mrs. Oswald
Allen, taken in their studio at 360,
George Street, Sydney, Australia. Mar-
cel Safier collection. My warmest
thanks to Marcel Safier for letting me
reproduce this CDV from his collection,
the scan of which he very kindly sent
me.
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Missing 3-D Blu-rays 
from the Golden Age
The 3-D Film Archive continues to

bring us many of the Golden Age 3-
D movies (1952 - 1955). Unfortu-
nately, many were shot or played
theatrically in 3-D but have only
been released on 2-D blu-ray. From

the forum at the blu-ray.com
website, these are the 3-D expe-
riences we are being denied as
home entertainment despite
the technology being there to
provide them.
Arena
Black Gloves (Hong Kong)
Bwana Devil
The Bounty Hunter
Cat Women Of The Moon
The Charge At Feather River
The Command
Dangerous Mission
Devil’s Canyon
The Diamond Wizard

(Continued on page 30)

I f you missed or did not join in the3-D SPACE sponsored crowd fund-
ing campaign last year, you can

now purchase your own 3D blu-ray
copy of 3-D Rarities II directly from
Flicker Alley at tinyurl.com/ydgmqqyo.
For over 35 years, it has been the

mission of the 3-D Film Archive to
locate, save, assemble, and restore
previously “lost” 3-D films. See 
3dfilmarchive.com. Much of the fruits
of this labor of love ended up being
presented by Flicker Alley in the crit-
ically acclaimed 2015 Blu-ray edition
of 3-D Rarities. Almost immediately,
fans started asking for more, and
indeed there was more on the way.
3-D Rarities, Volume II spans over 40
years of international 3-D film pro-
duction, and is appropriately pre-
sented in three segments. The first is
a superb collection of short 3-D odd-
ities, including the long-lost A Day in
the Country, 3-D master Raymond
Spottiswoode’s The Black Swan,
Stereoscopic Anthropologist Hillary

Hess’s presentation of Mid-Century
Memories in Kodachrome Stereo, the
mysterious Polaroid-filmed Games in
Depth, a prologue for Frankenstein’s
Bloody Terror, a West German-Span-
ish coproduction originally filmed in
Hi-Fi Stereo 70, and a trailer for the
1983 documentary The 3-D Movie,
which serves as a brief historical
showcase for a wide swath of
classic 3-D films.
Up next is the feature-length,

historical romance/adventure
from 1953, El Corazón y la
Espada (aka The Heart and the
Sword, aka The Sword of Grana-
da.) The first 3-D movie ever
produced in Mexico, the origi-
nal Spanish version of El
Corazón y la Espada has not
been viewed in its intended
format since 1955. [See SW
Vol. 45 No. 5 page 29.]
Scanned in 4K and restored
frame-by-frame from the origi-
nal left and right camera neg-
atives, the film stars Cesar
Romero (The Thin Man, Bat-

man) and Katy Jurado (High Noon,
Broken Lance), alongside a veritable
who’s who of top Mexican actors of
the time [see youtube.com/watch?v=
LHC1Z57p-Y]. Last but certainly not
least is a special sampling of home-
made stereoscopic photographs from
silent film icon Harold Lloyd. Pre-

sented by Lloyd’s granddaughter,
Suzanne Lloyd Hayes, these
slides are choc-full of Hollywood
stars and many of the images
have never been seen at all by
the general public. All of the
material included on 3-D Rarities,

Volume II is presented in high-quality
digital 3-D. Restored and mastered
direct from archival materials by 3-D
Film Archive Technical Director Greg
Kintz, the films and images have
been meticulously aligned shot-by-
shot for precise registration of the
original left/right elements.

From 3-D Rarities II.

Test scan from the original camera negative presented
on YouTube to promote the restoration of El Corazón y
la Espada for 3-D Rarities II.

3-D Rarities, Volume II

Among the missing from Blu-ray 3D. 
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Tanks on a Train

I am a WW1 Keystone stereoview
collector, and I have a thing for
views in a sequence. Keystone

published sets of war views from
1915 to 1932, the various sets rang-
ing in number from 30 to 400 views.
I began collecting Keystone war
views in the late 1980s. I have been
studying the images ever since.

One of the views in the 1923 set,
Keystone No. V18831, “Huge tanks
crossing the Somme,” has bothered
me for years. It shows French Schnei-

der tanks crossing a bridge. This is a
view that Keystone acquired in 1921,
when Underwood transferred all
their negatives to Keystone. The tank
had a short barreled 75mm gun on
the right side of the tank. In the
view, the right side of the tank
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Keystone No. V18831, “Huge tanks crossing the Somme.” Keystone acquired this view
from Underwood in 1921, and the caption remained unchanged. In the 1921 set of 300,
this was view No. 41. In the 1923 set, it was No. 180. In the final 1932 set, it was No.
217. The photo is reversed. See No. V188831 [R] for a corrected version.

Keystone No. V18831[R], “Huge tanks crossing the Somme.” The reversed photos have
been corrected with Photoshop.

Tanks on a Train
by Ralph Reiley
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shows the mount for a machine gun,
that was on the left side of the tank.
Horrors! The photo is reversed. Then
I noticed that the bridge is not very
wide, much narrower than the
Somme River. There is a man stand-
ing the middle of the Somme River,
on dry land! Something was very
wrong with the photo, as well as the
caption! A mystery for me solve. 
A few years ago, I found two more

Keystone views of French tanks.

They are somewhat hard to find, as
they were used for a short time, prior
to Keystone acquiring the Under-
wood negatives in 1921. The true
nature of this tank mystery then
emerged. Number V18831 replaced a
view that Keystone used in the 1919
and 1920 set of war views, Keystone

No. 18670, “A French tank – One of
the Allies answers to barbed wire
entanglements and machine gun
nests” is the view. This photo shows
the tank properly, with the machine
gun port on the left side. Another
view is Keystone No. 18671, “The
armored tractor – The War Tank –
Moves from the railway truck to the
platform under its own power.” This
photo was only used in 1919, mak-
ing it a bit hard to find. 

(Continued on page 23)
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Keystone No. 18670, “A French tank – One of the Allies answers to barbed wire entangle-
ments and machine gun nests.” This was No. 119 in the first set of 100 views set of 1919
and No. 98 in the later set of 1919. In 1920 this view was No. 129 of the set of 200
views. It was replaced by Keystone V18831 in 1921 when Keystone took possession of the
Underwood negatives.

Keystone No. 18671, “The armored tractor – The War Tank – Moves from the railway
truck to the platform under its own power.” This was only used in 1919, No. 107 of a set
of 200. That was the only year it was used, making it very scarce to find, especially in
good condition. 
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In 1949 and 1950, three films wereindependently produced by Nat
Holt and released by 20th Century

Fox. They were Canadian Pacific
(1949) Fighting Man of the Plains
(1949) and The Cariboo Trail (1950).
These three films had many things
in common including the same pro-
ducer, the same director, Edwin L.
Marin, the same leading man, Ran-

for each of these films. I was fortu-
nate enough to find a complete set
of these slides, which are mounted
in the two inch by four inch “Easy-
mounts” similar to those sold by
Reel 3-D Enterprises a few years ago.
The difference is that these mounts
had vertical orientation rather than
horizontal orientation.
The presentation box states that

the photography was done with “the
new Stereo Camera,” although these
duplicates are mounted as you
would mount slides taken with
35mm cameras mounted base to
base. The stereo window is poorly set
on most of the slides. A Radex
Binocularscope viewer was provided
with the first set of slides made for
the Canadian Pacific movie and the
recipients were advised to keep the
viewer to be used with future sets.
Although each of these films were
released in color, these stereo sets
were in black and white. The quality
of these slides indicates that they are
duplicates. Many have faded some-
what, and some have developed the
fungus common on many slides sur-
viving from the 1950s.
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A Find From the Past
by Larry S. Moor

dolph Scott, and some of the same
supporting actors such as Victor Jory.
Jory also played the evil “white trash”
carpetbagger Jonas Wilkerson in
Gone With the Wind and Co-Pilot Kip
Reisner in Cat Women of the Moon. 
Although Nat Holt produced many

films, for some reason, beginning
with Canadian Pacific, a presentation
gift set of stereo slides was produced

Karin Booth (as Francie) and Randolph Scott (as Jim Redfern) in The Cariboo Trail (1950).

George “Gabby” Hayes (as Grizzly) in The Cariboo Trail, his final film appearance. 
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The first set of 24 slides was deliv-
ered in a cardboard box measuring
41⁄8 inches by 71⁄8 inches and included
the Radex Binocularscope with a
label reading: 

Presented to H. G. Ballance
with the compliments of

NAT HOLT.
This box contains a stereoscopic Viewer

together with 24 views taken on location
in Canada with the new Stereo Camera

during the filming of
“CANADIAN PACIFIC”

starring
RANDOLPH SCOTT

In Glorious New Cinecolor
Produced by .....NAT HOLT

Directed by ......EDWIN L. MARIN
Soon to be released by 

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
NOTE — Keep this Viewer. You
will receive a set of slides on all 

my future productions.

True to his word, the box also
included 24 similar stereo slides
taken on the sets of Fighting Man of
the Plains and The Cariboo Trail.
Since The Cariboo Trail is available on
DVD for viewing by those interested,
I have scanned some of the images
from that set for this article. The
stereo photographer is not credited,
but Robert Palmer (III) is credited as
being the still photographer for the
film. These sets of slides may have
been the precursor to the seven
image View-Master preview reels pro-
duced for many movies of the early
1950s. The Cariboo Trail and Canadi-
an Pacific both exist on DVD. The
Cariboo Trail is on YouTube at
tinyurl.com/wlxfcl9 and Canadian
Pacific is at tinyurl.com/wx9edrf.
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Karin Booth, left, Randolph Scott and Mary Stuart (as Jane Winters) in front of the “Gold
Palace” in The Cariboo Trail.

The crew prepares to shoot a street scene for The Cariboo Trail. The story was set in British
Columbia but filmed in Colorado.

All three photos were taken at
about the same time, on the same
day, in the same place. The tanks
were not crossing the Somme. They
were being unloaded from a train.
Not exactly an earth-shattering reve-
lation. For me, it is much more inter-
esting to see a rail yard action
sequence of unloading tanks off flat
bed cars, rather than a misleading
caption indicating tanks crossing a
river during a battle, especially when

there is no bridge, no river, and no
battle.
I have not included the Under-

wood version of No. V18831 (Under-
wood view No. 14301). It is also
reversed, and Keystone kept the
Underwood caption. It is interesting
to me that Underwood acquired one
view, and Keystone acquired the
other two views, presumably about
the same time and presumably from
the same photographer. It was a

long-standing practice that photog-
raphers would shop their negatives
around to various publishers. I have
found a few other examples of
sequences of an event by different
publishers, that may or may not
become short articles in the future.  

Sources
greatwarin3d.org/index.html

Tanks on a Train (Continued from page 21)
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V acation Stereos invites readers
to send in shots they consider
better than average among

their “vacation” stereos—images
worthy of sharing thanks to some
particular impact or interesting sub-
ject matter. This is an informal effort,
with no competition, no prizes and
few rules. Remember, stereos taken
on a short weekend trip or a vaca-
tion at home can be just as good as
those from a trip to Tasmania. Loca-
tion, date, subject ID and camera
information are good to include.
Here we present six stereos recent-

ly sent in by four different readers.
Future submissions will be published
as space allows. We need jpeg files of
350 to 400 ppi at full reproduction
size (six inches wide for the full pair)
sent to strwld@teleport.com. Prints or
slides can be sent to NSA, PO Box
86708, Portland OR 97286.
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Evidence that a “vacation” stereo (for our purposes here) can be from as close as a local mall,
Mark Siegel sent in this shot of hanging Chinese lanterns at the Westfield San Francisco Centre
mall in celebration of Chinese New Year 2020. The single shots were done with an iPhone 7
camera, left image first, then shifting right for the second image, “not calculated, just intuitive
as I always shoot. I used Photoshop to composite the side-by-side images and fine-tune the
alignment.”

This sequential hyper
was sent by Mark Siegel,
a volunteer at the Walt
Disney Family Museum
in San Francisco. It
shows Cinderella’s Castle
from a Storybook Land
canal boat. He writes,
“Cinderella’s Castle was
one of the original
miniatures in Storybook
Land, first revealed to
the public on June 16,
1956. I took hand-held
shots of the castle with
my iPhone 7, using the
movement of the boat to
provide parallax.” The
stereo was taken Mar.
10, 2020, just days
before the park closed
due to the pandemic.

Vacation Stereos

Paul Nesbitt sent in this
look at the Royal Palace
in Bangkok, Thailand.
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Warren Marchioni sent this commenting, “With plenty of time to spare in the heart of the
‘plague’ I thought that I would respond to your invitation for personal stereoviews of places
we visited. Northlandz is the largest model railroad layout in the world, located in Fleming-
ton NJ. This is just one scene of this project that was the passion of one man.” See
tinyurl.com/ybywozes.

Donald Deaton sent 
this one, explaining, 

“The Harley-Davidson 
Museum opened in July
of 2008. Encompassing
three buildings spread

over 20 acres along the
Menomonee River in 

Milwaukee, its collection
includes thousands of
artifacts and over 450

motorcycles. Shown 
here is a 1948 Harley-
Davidson. This was the
introductory year of the

company’s classic 
Panhead V-twin engine.”

Fuji W3 camera,
7/20/2019 

Donald Deaton 
identifies this as the
Morse Museum of 

American Art in Orlando,
Florida which houses a

large collection of
stained glass works by
Louis Comfort Tiffany.

Made with a Fuji Finepix
Real 3D W3 camera on

2/05/2019.
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W e have all suddenly been
plunged into a dark chapter
in the history of the Earth.

A microscopic novel coronavirus,
SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) has brought
the world to its knees and the vast
majority of us are stay-
ing safe at home. If
you are a person who
has been active in your
job and/or in your
community then stay-
ing at home could be
driving you crazy.
As a writer it’s easy for me to use

my computer for research and writ-
ing. My extensive collection of 3-D
cameras, viewers, books, stereoviews
and more gives me items to research
and photograph for my writing. This
all makes it less of a burden for me
to “shelter-in-place” and literally
work at home. This article came out
of my experience coping. I hope to
give you some ideas to help make

the staying at home time more bear-
able, and even fun, by using your
available stereoscopic resources.
Of course, you have many non-

stereoscopic items available to fill
your hours. Regular TV with its vast

programming sources including over
the air broadcast stations, cable
channels, Netflix, Prime, Disney+,
Apple+ and still more. You can use
your regular camera to make a photo
essay of your home or yard. You can
rediscover your music collection on
your stereo sound system. Even radio
has more than news and commen-
tary to help pass your time. You can
even shoot 3-D photographs on your
smart phone.  But for us stereoscopic

aficionados only the real true three-
dimensional depth will do!
Viewing of three-dimensional

images at home became popular in
the late 19th century. The Holmes
stereoscope, the most popular form

of early viewers, was
found in almost every
home. Photographers
roamed the world cap-
turing stereoscopic
images to be repro-
duced and sold for
these viewers. If you

have some in your collection now is
a good time to bring them out, dust
them off and enjoy them all again
just like our grandparents did a hun-
dred years ago.
In the early 20th century the Tru-

Vue viewer (1933) using filmstrips
was introduced. [See
tinyurl.com/y8dj4uwj.] In 1939 the
View-Master was introduced at the
New York Worlds Fair. It was patent-
ed and sold in numbers equal to
(and soon surpassing) the old
Holmes viewers. Companies around
the world produced their own ver-
sion of the View-Master. [See SW Vol.
11 No. 1.] Viewers like Stereoclic,
Brugiere and Lestrade in France,
Stereo Leningrad in the USSR and
Maliscope in Germany are just a few
of the available world-wide assort-
ment of stereo viewers.
View-Master reels were available

everywhere, enabling people to save
3-D images of their travels and sights
seen. There was even a View-Master
camera to let you take your own
images of your family as well as a
European View-Master camera which
used a slightly different system for
putting the scenes on film. [See SW
Vol. 11 No. 1.] For 35mm stereo
slides there was the Stereo Realist
camera and viewer. Kodak, not to be
outdone, introduced their version of
the 35mm stereo camera in 1954.
If you are a collector of comics,

you should definitely have some from
the 1950s. Good old Mighty Mouse,
Tor, the Three Stooges, True 3D, Cap-
tain 3-D and Adventures in 3-D among
many others with all of their atten-
dant 3-D thrills and chills. Even later
3-D comics can be fun to review. Of
course, every image technology ever
invented turned to XXX content at
some point and 3-D is no exception.
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Staying Safe at Home in the Third Dimension

Early model Tru-Vue filmstrip viewers in back, later models in front. See the Stereo World
article at tinyurl.com/y8dj4uwj.

Magic Eye books, just a small sampling of the many Single Image Stereogram books 
produced by publishers around the world in the 1990s. See SW Vol. 21 No. 4 page 23 and
Vol. 21 No. 2 page 18 for information on how a 1994 Stereo World article was indirectly
responsible for the craze.
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In the 1990s N.E. Thing Enterprises
came out with a series of drawings
called autostereograms. Using the
name Magic Eye, these drawings
were either easy to see or totally baf-
fling. If you can see them and have a
“Magic Eye” book or two laying
around you can spend fun time
relaxing your eyes to see the depth.
[See SW Vol. 21 No. 4 page 23 and
Vol. 21 No. 2 page 18.] If you like
playing games you might have a
copy of a View-Master game like GAF
View-Master Klomp-It, or View-Mas-
ter 3-D Trivia Quiz. Both use View-
Master reels as part of the game play.
The most obvious 3-D diversions

would come from your 3-D HDTV or
projector. It can also help if you have
a good sound system as well. If you
have a 3DTV and a 3-D capable Blu-
ray player there are nearly a thou-
sand 3-D Blu-ray movies
available. With the stay-at-
home order this is the
perfect time to review
some of your favorite 3-D
Blu-ray titles. I’ll offer a
few recommendations to
get you started.
If you want to be scared,

there’s a wealth of horror
films available on Blu-ray
3D. One of the all-time
best examples is Vincent
Price in House of Wax shot
in Natural Vision by
Warner Brothers and
released in 1953. The
movie also featured
stereophonic sound. It
was restored by Warner
Brothers and rereleased
on Blu-ray 3D in 2013.
Another 3-D thriller is
Universal’s 1954 classic
Creature from the Black
Lagoon, a mythical story

of a half-human, half-fish in the
Amazon trailed by a scientist
(Richard Carlson) and his assistant
(Julie Adams). The movie was
restored by Universal on VHS in
anaglyph 3-D in 1980 and released
on Blu-ray 3D in 2012.
A more recent (June 2012) science-

fiction film, Prometheus, directed by
Ridley Scott takes us into the world
of Alien without being a direct
descendant, or prequel. Taking place
in 2089 the film follows scientists as
they discover an ancient star map
and follow it for answers across the
universe. It was shot with five 3ality
Technical Atom 3-D rigs, four of
them using Red Epic 3D cameras.
The film, which could also be high
on action/adventure fans lists, was
released on Blu-ray 3D in October
2012.
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1953 was the “golden” year for the
first 3-D film explosion brought on
by competition from the new televi-
sion medium. It was also the year for
It Came from Outer Space, the first 3-D
picture from Universal Studios. From
a screen treatment (not a story) by
Ray Bradbury, it tells the tale of an
amateur astronomer (Richard Carl-
son) and his fiancée (Barbara Rush)
who witness a fiery object hit the
desert and then get covered by a
landslide. Of course, the townspeo-
ple don’t believe him but when
strange things begin to happen, they
quickly turn on the astronomer. Uni-
versal digitally restored the film in
2016 and released it on Blu-ray 3D.

Fright Night was originally a 1985
American horror film from Columbia
Pictures. It was remade in 3-D by
DreamWorks Pictures and released in
August 2011 by Touchstone Pictures
staring Colin Farrell as the vampire
and Anton Yelchin as his inquisitive
young neighbor. The Blu-ray 3D was
released in December 2011.

Left to right: Nov. 1953 Adventures in 3-D from Harvey Publications, Dec. 1953 Super
Funnies from Superior Publishers of Toronto, panel from “Jungle Drum” in Adventures in 
3-D, Feb. 1988 Jet 3-D from The 3-D Zone, title page from a story in Jet 3-D with 
conversions by Ray Zone. For a history of 3-D comics, see tinyurl.com/y888rk5h.

The 1984 View-Master 3-D Trivia Quiz board game with viewer and reels.
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If you want to be thrilled and not
necessarily scared, then the action/
adventure category may be for you.
Top of most “all-time” lists is usually
Avatar the film that brought 3-D
back to theaters and did it in a way
that was visually comfortable, totally
synchronized and thrilling! Avatar
opened in theaters in December
2009. The Blu-ray 3D edition was
released in December 2011 but only
so that Panasonic could use it as an
exclusive promotion for its 3-D
HDTVs. The disc could be obtained
on eBay before long but wasn’t offi-
cially released to the general public
until October 2012.
While Avatar immediately comes

to mind for action/adventure/science
fiction fans, other excellent 3-D Blu-
rays are abundant. In 2008 the Mar-
vel Cinematic Universe (MCU) began
with Iron Man and two more films,
all flat. In 2011 Thor was released in
spectacular 3-D and all MCU films
since have been in 3-D and a few
months later issued on Blu-ray 3D.
Captain America, The Avengers, Iron
Man 3, Guardians of the Galaxy, Ant-
Man, Black Panther and many more—
and still coming. 
Don’t forget Star Wars (five of the

eleven films in the franchise were
released in 3-D and on Blu-ray 3D)
and Star Trek (3-D for the most
recent two of the thirteen film fran-
chise) for fun and action long ago
and far (far) away. Other science/fic-
tion 3-D films include Alita Battle
Angel, Bladerunner 2049, Gravity,
Jurassic Park/World, Mortal Engines,
and Ready Player One among a galaxy
of other excellent sci/fi in 3-D.
If you are seeking comic relief, you

can’t go wrong with an animated 3-
D film. A good place to start is Despi-
cable Me from 2010 with sequels in
2013 and 2017. A prequal, Minions,
was released in 2015. The star of the
film (Gru voiced by Steve Carell) is a
reformed super-villain and the films
follow him and his Minions as they
go on madcap adventures with fun
and laughter following them every-
where!
Other animated 3-D Blu-ray films

not to be missed include Disney clas-
sics like Beauty and the Beast, Big Hero
6, Cars 1,2, and 3, Coco, Dumbo, Find-
ing Nemo, Inside Out and of course
Toy Story 1, 2, 3 and 4. Other studios
brought us animation mirth in films
like Abominable, Boss Baby, Boxtrolls,
Hotel Transylvania 1, 2 and 3, How to

Train your Dragon 1, 2 and 3, Ice Age
1, 2 and 3, Kung Fu Panda 1, 2 and 3,
Lego Movie 1, 2, 3 and 4, and many
many more. 
If classic 3-D movies from the

1950s are your thing I would like to
suggest, in addition to House of Wax
as listed above, Alfred Hitchcock’s
Dial M for Murder, Gog, Inferno, Sanga-
ree and of course, Those Redheads
from Seattle. The last two and many
others have been restored by 3-D
Film Archive and released on Blu-ray
3D by Kino Lorber. One of my all-
time favorites is the 1939 classic,
Wizard of Oz, converted to 3-D for
rerelease on the film’s 75th anniver-

sary and the 90th anniversary of its
studio, Warner Brothers.
Finally, after you decide that you

need a break from all your television
and stereoscope viewing you can
safely turn to the internet. Sites you
may have thought about checking
out, when you had time, are now,
suddenly, worth investigating. The
first one that springs to my mind is
the very excellent website of the 3-D
Film Archive! Find it at 3dfilmarchive
.com and enjoy all of the many tabs
of 3-D film (and other) history. I
used this site when I was researching
my article on Bob Furmanek and the
3-D Film Archive (Stereo World
July/August 2019) and the many
films they have restored and released
on Blu-ray 3D.
Other websites will come up as

your interests dictate. For more
information on stereoviews you can
check out tinyurl.com/tp6sxy5 “The
Stereoview in the U.S., A Guide by
William Jaeger, art historian of the
University of Albany, NY.”
Check out vintage stereo cameras

on eBay at tinyurl.com/ycf2b27c.
A fun website for animated film is

the Laika site at laika.com/our-films.
You can always go to Google or

Yahoo! or other search engines and
look up anything about stereoscopy
or three-dimensions or 3-D or
movies or whatever your imagina-
tion conceives. Just in doing research
for this article I found myself click-
ing on links to more 3-D and related
sites that I had ever thought of
before. And don’t forget Wikipedia!
Most of the entries there are by peo-
ple actually in the industry or com-
pany or area being searched. A link
to get you started is en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Stereoscopy.
All in all, your collection of 3-D

memorabilia and/or 3-D Blu-rays
plus your computer should be able
to satisfy your yearning to know
more about our stereo world and
stay safe at home in the process!
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The classic poster for It Came From
Outer Space.

Despicable Me (2010) Blu-ray 3D. 

Contributor Lew Warren has an 
extensive background in stereoscopic

photography and display, with over thirty
years experience in television. His experi-
ence as station general manager included
oversight of the engineering department
and the conversion to digital of a UHF sta-
tion in Southern California. He has a con-
tinued interest in stereoscopic images and
new technologies for viewing of those
images, including 3-D Television.
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the photographer’s studio itself. It
was apparently a very small opera-
tion, with Mr. and Mrs. Wilber being
the owners and operators. Apart
from the studio name appearing on
many of the slides, most do not con-
tain any additional captions or infor-
mation about the subject matter, so
while I suspect that the studio
shown is the one they operated in
Black Diamond, I have no way to
verify that.
I’m fairly certain that the first

image shown this issue is a self-por-
trait of Mr. Wilber himself. As he was
the photographer, he appears in very
few of his own images. In fact, when
looking at the rest of the images
shown here, you might suspect that
Mrs. Wilber ran the whole studio 
by herself!
That’s her greeting you at the glass

counter in the front room of their
studio. I was not able to find any
stereo images represented in their
glass case full of their work, so 3-D
photography was apparently a side
format that they only used for spe-
cial clients and applications (and his
family shots). Mrs. Wilber is also
shown hanging large-format nega-
tives to dry in their drying closet,
another hint that their main busi-
ness was not Realist format slides.
That’s Mrs. Wilber in the dark-

room too, looking at the enlargers
and providing a sense of scale to the
equipment. Mr. Wilber actually shot
a portrait of himself in the darkroom
as well, but unfortunately he blinked
as the shutter tripped, and he looks
to be asleep in that one, so I decided
not to share it here!
Mrs. Wilber apparently did any

necessary retouching to the photo-
graphs made there, as shown in the
final two views here. Decades before
the age of Photoshop, a steady hand
and a fine brush were needed to fix
any spots and flaws, all without the
benefit of an “undo” option if the
fixes didn’t come out quite right. 
One sad thing about Mr. Wilber’s

stereo slides is that probably only
around 10% of them were shot on
good old colorfast Kodachrome. The
rest were made using some other
type of film that has not aged well.
Much of the color has been lost as
the film changed to mainly pinks
and reds.I’ve done what I could here
to restore as much color as I could,

but there’s just not much to work
with after all these years. 
I’m glad that they conducted a

brief tour of their establisment

through stereo photography, so we
could get a realistic look at it. Thank
you, Mr. and Mrs. Wilber!

Fifties Flavored Finds (Continued from Inside Front Cover)
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Jesse James vs The Daltons
Louisiana Territory
Money From Home
The Moonlighter
The Nebraskan

Phantom of the Rue Morgue
Robinson Crusoe (Russia)
Robot Monster
Second Chance

(Continued on next page)

at the time. The cabinet size yellow
mount dates the image from ca.
1870. The hills behind the some-
what ram-
shackle
appearing
town have
been
stripped

nearly bare of trees and there is a
church with “IHS” and a cross above
the entrance. Possibly the area

around W.
VA and PA
in the
coal
region?
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I recall only one other image of a
hoe cake oven although these
must have been rather common

Can you identify this stereo? Your 
interesting and challenging Unknowns

submissions and ideas are eagerly awaited.
Please email, call, or write Russell Norton
at oldphoto9@earthlink.net, (203) 281-0066,
PO Box 1070, New Haven CT 06504.

Drums Of Tahiti
El Jinete aka The Rider (Mexico)
El Valor de Vivir aka The Price of 
Living (Mexico)

Flight To Tangier
Fort Ti
The French Line
Funniest Show On Earth (Italy)
The Glass Web
Gorilla At Large
Hannah Lee
Hondo
I, The Jury
I Was A Burlesque Queen

This column depends on readers for 
information. (We don’t know every-

thing!) Please send information or 
questions to David Starkman, NewViews
Editor, 4049 Coogan Circle, Culver City, CA
90232. Email: reel3d@aol.com.

NewViews (Continued from page 19)
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She with a Broom, He with a Black Hat
(Russia)

Side Streets Of Hollywood
Son Of Sinbad
Southwest Passage 
The Stranger Wore A Gun
Top Banana 
[see SW Vol. 45 No. 5 page 20.]
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Ellery H. Burdick
Stereoviews

Researcher looking for stereoviews by
photographer Ellery H. Burdick, active in
southern Wisconsin in the 1870’s to
1910. Series include the Dells of Wis-
consin, Devil’s Lake, Palmyra Springs,
Rock Lake, Lake Koshkonong, Lake
Geneva, & Milton. Willing to purchase
stereoviews or scans, to be used for
future articles or museum exhibits.
Please contact Ron Kurowski, Kettle
Moraine Natural History Association,

S91 W39091, Hwy 59, Eagle, WI 53119.

108, Fleet-street, original inventor of the
enamelled daguerreotypes. Sitting instanta-
neous. Stereoscopic portraits in alto relievo,
daguerreotype and collodion photographs.
Enamelled daguerreotype portraits in case, 
5s. 6d.”

2. National Dictionary of Biography

3. Manchester Courier and Lancashire General
Advertiser, Saturday July 11, 1857, p. 7. The
Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition had
opened its doors on May 5, 1857 and ended
over three months after Bradley’s death, on
October 17th.

4. Manchester Courier and Lancashire General
Advertiser, Saturday May 24, 1862.

5. Manchester Courier and Lancashire General
Advertiser, Saturday February 21, 1863, p. 2.

6. Also called crayongraph at the time and now
known under the name biotype, it designates
a photograph colored over with pastel.

7. The full inscription on their gravestone
reads: “In Memory of Eliza, wife of Oswald
Allen, and eldest daughter of the late Charles
Calvert (artist), Manchester, born 1816, died
1900. Also the above mentioned Oswald
Allen, born 1818, died 1904. Also of William
Bradley, son of William and Eliza Bradley
(also Eliza Allen,) died July 5th 1913, aged 74
years. Also of Ellen Bradley, wife of the above,
who died May 8th 1925, aged 85 years.”

Fig. 13. Detail of the
headstone of Eliza 
and Oswald Allen in
Southport, Lancashire. 
(Photo by Andrew Brooks)

NewViews
(Continued from previous page)

European
Gems (Continued from page 18)
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As one of the benefits of membership,
NSA members are offered free use of

classified advertising. Members may use
100 words per year, divided into three ads
with a maximum of 35 words per ad.
Additional words or additional ads may be
inserted at the rate of 20¢ per word.
Please include payments with ads. We
cannot provide billings. Ads will be placed
in the issue being assembled at the time of
their arrival unless a specific later issue is
requested.
Send all ads, with payment, to: 
STEREO WORLD Classifieds, 
5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206.
(A rate sheet for display ads is available
from the same address. Please send SASE.)

Wanted
MUYBRIDGE VIEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle,
viscata@aol.com.

SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of “Longfel-
low’s Wayside Inn” done by D. C. Osborn, Artist,
Assabet, Mass., Lawrence M. Rochette, 169
Woodland Drive, Marlborough, MA 01752.

STEREO WORLD BACK ISSUES. Vol. 1, #6., Vol.
2, #s 1 thru 6, Vol. 3, #1 and #2. Email
steve@eightiron.com with price and condition.

STUTTGART (Germany) views. Mostly looking for
flat-mount views labelled “Stuttgart”, “Württem-
berg - Stuttgardt”, “Cannstatt” or “Berg”. Also
views by Brandseph, Autenrieth, Schaller or
Zabuesnig. Contact Alexander by e-mail at
klein@stereoscopy.com or (415) 852-9911.

SURPRISE TISSUES wanted, especially unusual
ones other then moons and clouds. Will buy or
trade. Please send details to britishstereos@hot-
mail.com.

THE DETROIT Stereographic Society invites you
to attend our monthly meetings at the Livonia
Senior Center, on the second Wednesdays, 
September through June.  Visit our website
www.Detroit3D.org or call Dennis Green at
(248) 398-3591.

WILLIAM ENGLAND/LSC: American views. Need
scans of: Indian women at bead-work; A way-
side scene/organ-grinders; The flume, White
Mountains (with WE blindstamp). Information
on boxed set of this series? Please contact 
Gerlind Lorch at william.england@web.de.

For Sale 
ARCHITECTURE and Design Classics in View-
Master® 3D including houses by Frank Lloyd
Wright, Bruce Goff, Charles Eames and others.
For full listing, visit viewproductions.com

BACK ISSUES of Stereo World magazine. These
are new old stock and span mainly from volume
16 (1989) to volume 27 (2000) but I have other
issues too in smaller quantities. Please see my
web page: http://www.drt3d.com/SW/ or 
contact George Themelis at drt-3d@live.com,
440-666-4006.

COMPLETE POWERS TRICK Stereoscope Photo
rig for the Stereo Realist Camera. You can make
double, triple, and up to six exposures in cam-
era effect with the Powers Realist rig. New in
box, no instructions,but if you can operate a
Stereo Realist, you have all the required brain
power to use this handy item. $150.00. Ralph
Reiley, reileys@att.net, 678-772-0935.

SHACKLETON’S 1907-1909 British Antarctic
Expedition, a Journey in 3-D, book by NSA
member Ron Blum illustrated with never before
published views. Available from: South Aus-
tralian Museum Bookshop shop.samuseum.sa
.gov.au/en/newproducts. See the first tow of
ship to the Antarctic, the first motor car in the
region and the first ponies on the southern con-
tinent. NOTE: Deluxe signed edition only now
available.

STEREOSCOPES: The First One Hundred Years
by Paul Wing (1996), softcover 272 pages,
750+ illustrations. Shrink wrapped NEW! 
Exclusive here $60 US postpaid; check with
order please: Russell Norton PO Bx 1070 New
Haven CT 06504 / stereoview.com

THE DETROIT Stereographic Society invites you
to attend our monthly meetings at the Livonia
Senior Center, on the second Wednesdays, 
September through June. Visit our website
www.Detroit3D.org or call Dennis Green at
(248) 398-3591.

For Sale 
VISIT www.stereoscopy.com/3d-books and have
a look into the five View-Master Collector’s
Guides: a total of 2,164 pages of View-Master
information, including 132 color pages showing
old V-M ads and 1,300 V-M packet covers.

Wanted
ALABAMA STEREOVIEWS. Michael McEachern,
711 South 3rd St., Hamilton, MT 59840. (406)
363-7507. cave3D@msn.com.

ALASKA STEREOVIEWS: paying high prices for
Muybridge, Maynard, Brodeck, Haynes, McIn-
tire. Want Alaska, Yukon, Klondike photographs,
postcards, ephemera, anything! Wood, Box
22165, Juneau, AK 99802, (907) 789-8450.

ANY IMAGES of Nevada City or Grass Valley, 
California. Mautz, 329 Bridge Way, Nevada City,
CA 95959, cmautz@nccn.net.

BLACK HILLS Stereoviews from 1874-1880, and
photographers. (Book in progress.) Also want
any other Dakota, So. Dakota and No. Dakota
photographs and stereos. Robert Kolbe, 1301 
S Duluth Ave, Sioux Falls, SD 57105, 
(605) 360-0031.

CANADIAN VIEWS: Montreal and Quebec City
stereos, larger formats and photo albums want-
ed! Taken before 1910. Especially Vallee, Ellis-
son, Notman, Parks, or other fine photogra-
phers. Email Pierre Lavoie at papiolavoie@
hotmail.com or call (418)440-7698.

COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cabinet & large
paper) Bill Lee, 8658 Galdiator Way, Sandy, UT
84094. billleetle@juno.com Specialties: West-
ern, Locomotives, Photographers, Indians, Min-
ing, J. Carbutt, Expeditions, Ships, Utah and
occupational.

COMICAL STEREO view Sets in Good to Very
Good Condition ed.minas409@gmail.com.

GREAT WAR (1914-1918) GLASS VIEWS - 
especially amateur collections, but commercial
slides as well; both 6x13 and 45x107, 
negative and positive: please contact 
ian.ference@gmail.com or use Contact 
page on www.brooklynstereography.com.

I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in Xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2120 S.
Las Palmas Cir., Mesa, AZ 85202.

KEYSTONE VIEW SALESMAN MANUALS, circu-
lars, and ephemera - originals, reprints, or
xeroxes wanted. The earlier the better! Email
Leigh Gleason, leigh.e.gleason@gmail.com or
call 951-213-1501.

KEYSTONE VIEWS of the Mexican Campaign of
1916. Some will have a 1916 date on them,
some will not. Keystone catalog numbers for the
group run from 17361 through 17384. Ralph
Reiley, Tucker, Ga 30084, reileys@att.net.

LOOKING FOR an E&HT Anthony catalog of
stereoviews, if such item exists! Digital or paper
edition, possibly by Tex Treadwell. Contact Bill
@ Bstahl7@comcast.net.

19th and 
Early 20th
Century

Stereoviews
For Sale
Over 10,000 

all illustrated, graded 
& priced,(including glass 
views), work by Bedford, 
England, Sedgfield etc. 

Especially strong on UK 
and European views.

Only online at:
www.worldofstereoviews.com
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